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Ref: 

FAH/07/2020 

Date: 

17 July 2020 

 

AMBASSADOR POOLS 

ANDRE GERARD PRETORIUS (640512 5180 088) 

UNIT 206 

SOUTH SHORE BEACH APARTMENTS 

MAIN ROAD 

FISH HOEK 

7975 

 

RICHARD GRAHAM HUSTED (600418 5106 081) 

31 CHILWAN CRES 

HELDERBERG 

SOMERSET WEST 

7130 

4 LONGDOWN AVE 

LONGDOWN ESTATE 

SOMERSET WEST 

7130 

6 GEERINGH ST 

SOMERSET WEST 

7130 

 

BY EMAIL: andrepret@gmail.com 

   rhatamb@gmail.com 

  richard@ambassadorpool.co.za 

 

Dear Ambassador Pools and Mr Husted, 

 

FITCHAT / AMBASSADOR POOLS & HUSTED 

1. The above matter refers. 

2. Ambassador Pools, a member of the National Spa and Pool Institute 

(NSPI), provided a quotation to Mr RT Fitchat on 3 March 2020 to 

renovate Mr Fitchat’s pool (please see Addendum A), which quotation 

was accepted by Mr Fitchat. 
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3. Ambassador Pools’ quotation to Mr Fitchat was for R77 200, of which Mr 

Fitchat paid a 75% (seventy-five per cent) deposit of R57 900 on 4 March 

2020. The remaining 25% (twenty-five percent) of R19 300 would have 

been paid on completion. 

4. Ambassador Pools started with the renovation work on 9 March 2020. 

5. However, during the renovation work by Ambassador Pools, Mr Fitchat 

noticed an inordinate lack of competent supervision and poor work being 

done by Ambassador Pools. 

6. Mr Fitchat on numerous occasions emailed the NSPI to complain about 

same. Mr Fitchat’s emails to the NSPI included 8 letters which totalled 

81 pages of photos and explanations detailing the incorrect work being 

done by Ambassador Pools. These emails were sent to the NSPI on 17 

March 2020, 16 April 2020, 7 May 2020, 1 June 2020, 5 June 2020, 10 

June 2020, 12 June 2020 and 14 June 2020. 

7. Some of the issues in the initial letters were resolved by Ambassador 

Pools, but some critical issues were not, and more and more issues kept 

emerging, and it became impossible for Mr Fitchat to reach an 

agreement with Ambassador Pools regarding the resolution of same. 

8. One of Mr Fitchat’s main concerns with Ambassador Pools was the 

constant lack of competent supervision. 

8.1 Ambassador Pools’ supervisor, Steven, was consistently not 

present to oversee the work being done. Mr Fitchat raised this 

concern with Ambassador Pools on numerous occasions, but the 
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matter remained unresolved, and the supervisor remained 

predominantly absent. 

8.2 On the few occasions that Ambassador Pools’ supervisor was 

present, Mr Fitchat found him to be shockingly inefficient, and that 

ironically his presence seemed to result in a decrease in the quality 

of the workmanship. 

8.3 The supervisor regularly yelled at the workers and used expletives. 

He was rude and obnoxious, and often completely ignored Mr and 

Mrs Fitchat when they asked him to do things in the way they had 

agreed with Ambassador Pools things would be done. 

8.4 On numerous occasions the supervisor did the complete opposite 

of what he had been instructed to do, often right after he had been 

told what to do. 

8.5 The supervisor chaotically gave orders and instructed the workers 

to do things in an illogical order, and created many problems, which 

will be discussed further down in this document. 

8.6 Mr Fitchat was initially under the impression that Mr Husted, who 

had provided the quotation to him, was the owner of Ambassador 

Pools, and repeatedly asked Mr Husted to oversee the work, but Mr 

Husted refused. 

8.7 Mr Husted only came twice to have a quick look at the work when 

Mr Fitchat absolutely insisted he come. 

8.8 Eventually Mr Fitchat refused to allow Ambassador Pools’ 

supervisor to return to supervise the work, and Ambassador Pools 
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indicated that they would assign another supervisor to Mr Fitchat’s 

pool. 

8.9 However, Mr Fitchat had no guarantee that the second supervisor 

would be more competent than the first. 

9. Furthermore, Mr Fitchat was not able to reach a satisfactory resolution 

with Ambassador Pools regarding certain other matters, as will be 

discussed further down. 

10. The renovation work by Ambassador Pools was only partially completed 

due to the national lockdown commencing on 27 March 2020 during the 

renovations. Ambassador Pools had worked on Mr Fitchat’s pool for 3 

(three) weeks by the time lockdown commenced. 

11. When the lockdown commenced, the following work had been completed 

by Ambassador Pools (not an exhaustive list): the replacement of the 

leaking jacuzzi pipes, the removal of the original coping from the pool, 

the removal of the rimflow wall between the main pool and the jacuzzi to 

create one pool, the installation of most of the coping and paving, and 

the installation of new mosaic and new fibreglass inside the pool. 

Ambassador Pools also filled the pool with water on the day prior to 

lockdown. 

12. Mr Fitchat’s pool consists of a main pool and a jacuzzi, which have one 

underlying structure. The jacuzzi’s water was separated from the main 

pool’s water by a rimflow wall between the two parts of the pool. 

13. At Mr Fitchat’s request, Ambassador Pools removed the rimflow wall in 

order to allow the water to circulate freely between the two areas. 
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Ambassador Pools also removed the original coping and installed new 

coping. 

14. However, during the lockdown, Mr Fitchat noticed that there was a 

marked difference between the bottom of the coping installed by 

Ambassador Pools at the two far ends of the pool and the water level. 

14.1 On further inspection, Mr Fitchat determined that there was a 

30mm difference in height between the shallow and deep ends 

of the main pool, and a 35mm difference in height between the 

shallow end of the main pool and the far end of the jacuzzi, 

which Ambassador Pools had renovated to be one with the 

main pool. 

14.2 Mr Husted attended a site inspection of Mr Fitchat’s pool on 3 

June 2020 after the lockdown was partially lifted. Ambassador 

Pools is affiliated with a company called Cape Pool Renovators, 

and a representative of Cape Pool Renovators, Mr Ron Munroe, 

attended the site inspection as well. 

14.3 The attendance of Mr Munroe was done with no foreknowledge 

of Mr Fitchat, nor was any explanation offered as to who Mr 

Munroe was and why he was present. 

14.4 Mr Fitchat learned afterwards that Mr Munroe was present as 

a technical advisor to Ambassador Pools. 

14.5 Mr Munroe indicated to Mr Fitchat that there is a standard 

industry tolerance level of “+-20mm”, which is the difference in 

height that is allowed between the two ends of a pool. 
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14.6 The 35mm difference in the height of Mr Fitchat’s pool is 

undeniably outside the acceptable tolerance. 

14.7 However, Mr Munroe informed Mr Fitchat via email on 3 June 

2020 that the standard industry tolerance level of “+-20mm” 

had no bearing on the work on Mr Fitchat’s pool, and that it was 

merely mentioned by Mr Munroe to Mr Fitchat in conversation. 

14.8 Mr Fitchat disputes Mr Munroe’s statement and queries why an 

industry standard has no bearing on his pool, and why 

Ambassador Pools are exempt from implementing industry 

standards. 

14.9 When Mr Fitchat raised the issue of the unlevel pool with 

Ambassador Pools, Ambassador Pools informed him that the 

underlying structure of the pool had been unlevel and that they 

had merely installed the new coping and paving on the existing 

structure. 

14.10 Ambassador Pools also indicated that Mr Fitchat had not 

informed them that the pool’s structure was not level. 

14.11 Mr Fitchat contends that it had not been possible for him to 

know that the underlying structure of the pool had not been 

level, since the original builders of the pool had installed 

custom-made coping in such a way as to compensate for the 

unlevel structure, and the bottom of the original coping had 

been level with the water level. 

14.12 Cape Pool Renovators also admitted in an email sent on 12 

June 2020 that the fact that the pool was out of level only 
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became apparent after the new mosaics had been installed, 

and they also claimed that the fact that there had been no 

mosaics installed previously meant it was not possible to know 

that the pool was not level. 

14.13 Firstly, Mr Fitchat contends that it had been Ambassador Pools’ 

responsibility to check whether the pool’s underlying structure 

was level after they removed the original coping. 

14.14 Secondly, the lack of mosaics originally has no bearing on this 

matter, as it was and is possible to compare the water level with 

the bottom of the coping. 

14.15 Furthermore, Mr Fitchat had sent a photo to Ambassador Pools 

and the NSPI on 10 June 2020 of the original pool which 

showed that the bottom of the original coping of the main pool 

was level with the water level. 

14.16 Mr Fitchat wrote in an email sent to the NSPI on 12 June 2020, 

“The pool was straight and level before they started, it is now 

skew as shown in the document”. 

14.17 Mr Fitchat contends that the bottom of the coping had been 

level with the water level before Ambassador Pools worked on 

the pool, but that the bottom of the new coping installed by 

Ambassador Pools was not level with the water level. 

14.18 In Cape Pool Renovators’ reply to Mr Fitchat’s comment, they 

construed Mr Fitchat’s comment to mean that Mr Fitchat 

claimed that the pool’s structure had been level before 

Ambassador Pools worked on the pool, but that the structure 
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somehow became unlevel while Ambassador Pools was 

working on it. 

14.19 However, as indicated above, and in Mr Fitchat’s emails to the 

NSPI, this was not Mr Fitchat’s meaning at all. 

14.20 Mr Fitchat contends that it wasn’t possible for him to know that 

the underlying structure was unlevel before Ambassador Pools 

removed the original coping and revealed the underlying 

structure. 

14.21 Furthermore, the original pool had also consisted of two 

separate pools, which were separated by a high rimflow wall. 

The only way for the water level to be the same in the two pools 

was if the jacuzzi was so full that its water overflowed to the 

main pool. 

14.22 Since the jacuzzi’s pipes had been leaking since before Mr 

Fitchat moved into the house, it was impossible to fill the jacuzzi 

to overflowing, and hence it had been impossible to compare 

the water levels of the two pools. 

14.23 Mr Fitchat sent a photo to Ambassador Pools and the NSPI on 

10 June 2020 to remind Ambassador Pools that there had been 

two separate pools originally that were separated by a high 

rimflow wall, and that the reason Mr Fitchat had asked 

Ambassador Pools to remove the rimflow wall was precisely 

because the jacuzzi was a dead spot with no water circulation 

between the two pools. 
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14.24 Ambassador Pools stated in an email to Mr Fitchat that since 

the pool was not filled with water when they saw the pool to 

give the quotation, it was only apparent that the pool was not 

level after it was filled with water, which was upon the 

completion of nearly all the renovation work. 

14.25 However, the pool had been filled with water when Ambassador 

Pools gave Mr Fitchat the quotation. Only the jacuzzi had been 

empty, due to its leaking pipes, as mentioned previously. 

14.26 Furthermore, Ambassador Pools had been aware that the 

reason for the empty jacuzzi was that its pipes had leaked since 

before Mr Fitchat had moved into the house, and Ambassador 

Pools had provided Mr Fitchat with a quotation to replace the 

pipes. 

14.27 Furthermore, Mr Fitchat contends that a reasonable swimming 

pool contractor would not have waited until nearly all the work 

had been completed and the pool filled with water before they 

would be able to know whether the coping was level with the 

water level. 

14.28 Mr Fitchat contends that a reasonable swimming pool 

contractor would have used a level to check the underlying 

structure during the renovation work, before installing the 

paving and coping. 

14.29 It is clear that Ambassador Pools acted negligently by not 

ascertaining whether the underlying structure was level or not 

during renovations. 
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14.30 Due to Ambassador Pools’ negligence, Ambassador Pools did 

not afford Mr Fitchat the opportunity to indicate whether he 

would like Ambassador Pools to relevel the pool prior to 

Ambassador Pools installing the coping and paving. 

14.31 Mr Fitchat understands and accepts that the cost of releveling 

the pool is his responsibility, but he insists that the cost of 

removing and reinstalling the coping and pavers, adding 

additional fibreglass and replacing the mosaic to be level with 

the new correct level of the pool is Ambassador Pools’ financial 

responsibility since they had acted negligently. 

14.32 When Mr Fitchat discussed releveling the pool with 

Ambassador Pools after the lockdown was lifted, Ambassador 

Pools’ solution was to decrease only the level of the jacuzzi by 

35mm, which would result in an upside-down V-shape in the 

paving around the pool, causing the paving to be uneven. 

14.33 Also, the main pool itself had a 30mm difference between the 

shallow and deep ends, so the main pool would still be unlevel 

and outside the accepted tolerance. 

14.34 Ambassador Pools’ “solution” would result in two areas being 

uneven instead of one. 

14.35 Furthermore, Mr Fitchat contends that Ambassador Pools tried 

to overcharge Mr Fitchat for the releveling of the jacuzzi. 

14.36 The amount they quoted him to relevel the jacuzzi was 

exorbitant and Mr Fitchat contends it included the cost for the 

removal and reinstallation of the coping and paving and the 
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additional fibreglass and mosaic, which Mr Fitchat contends is 

Ambassador Pools’ responsibility. 

14.37 Cape Pool Renovators indicated in an email to the NSPI on 12 

June 2020 that it must be remembered that Mr Fitchat’s pool is 

an old concrete pool with the jacuzzi “added on somewhere 

along the line”. 

14.38 However, Mr Fitchat is in possession of the house’s building 

plans and the plans that indicate that a previous owner had 

installed the pool and the jacuzzi at the same time. The date on 

the building plans for the proposed pool and jacuzzi was 10 

January 2006. 

14.39 Mr Fitchat contends that a fourteen year old swimming pool is 

not as old as Mr Ron Munroe of Cape Pool Renovators is trying 

to imply. 

14.40 Mr Fitchat had sent the house’s building plans indicating the 

proposed pool to Ambassador Pools on 4 February 2020 and 

14 February 2020. Therefore, Ambassador Pools knew that the 

pool and jacuzzi were built at the same time. 

15. During the lockdown, Mr Fitchat also noticed that the grout between the 

newly installed pavers started cracking, crumbling and flaking off mere 

days after having been installed. 

15.1 Ambassador Pools’ proposed solution was to remove the 

cracked grout and to replace it with the same grout but with a 

bonding agent added. 
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15.2 Mr Fitchat queries why, if the addition of a bonding agent would 

prevent the grout from cracking, it had not been added to the 

grout in the first place. 

15.3 Furthermore, Mr Fitchat now understands that there are a 

number of factors that were not addressed correctly by 

Ambassador Pools in order to prevent the grout from cracking 

in the first place, and which merely adding a bonding agent to 

new grout would not solve. 

15.4 Ambassador Pools did not compact the soil before installing 

bricks around the edge of the pool, and they also did not 

compact the soil next to the shallow end of the pool before 

installing pavers there. This would lead to the settling of that 

soil as those pavers are walked over, causing the grout to crack. 

15.5 Ambassador Pools did not fill up the gaps between the edge of 

the pool and the newly installed row of bricks before installing 

the paving, despite Mrs Fitchat telling Ambassador Pools to do 

so numerous times, and them indicating that they would. 

15.6 After Ambassador Pools paved over the bricks without filling 

the gaps, Mrs Fitchat asked them why they had not filled the 

gaps, and Ambassador Pools changed what they had said the 

previous times, and said that it was not necessary to fill in the 

gaps. 

15.7 However, when the pavers installed next to the bricks are 

walked over, the sand will move into the gaps between the 

bricks and result in the pavers shifting and the grout cracking. 
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15.8 Mr Fitchat also queries whether the soil next to the boundary 

wall had been adequately compacted, since all the grout 

between the pavers that had been installed on soil had cracked, 

and most of the grout between the coping that had been 

installed on the edge of the pool and a row of bricks, had not 

cracked. 

15.9 Ambassador Pools also dumped their building rubble between 

the wall and the pool before installing the paving over it, which 

would also have contributed to settlement later and to the grout 

cracking. 

15.10 A civil engineer has also indicated to Mr Fitchat that Philippi 

sand, which Ambassador Pools indicated was being used for 

compacting, is not the best sand to use for compacting soil 

since it is a single-sized grain. A superior sand for compacting 

would be one with different sized particles, since they fill up the 

spaces between each other, resulting in a denser compact. 

15.11 Mr Fitchat further disputes whether Ambassador Pools had 

attended to any screeding under any of the pavers, as Mr Ron 

Munroe of Cape Pool Renovators mentioned in his email on 3 

June 2020 and puts him to the proof thereof. 

15.12 Another factor that Ambassador Pools had not taken into 

account in order to prevent the grout from cracking is that 

gunnite pools, paving and grout contract and expand at 

different rates with temperature changes and that the paving 

and coping around Mr Fitchat’s pool required the installation of 
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expansion joints in order to relieve the pressure and to prevent 

cracking. 

15.13 Ambassador Pools had not installed expansion joints among 

any of the pavers, which could be contributing to the grout 

cracking. 

15.14 Ambassador Pools had brushed the grout over the pavers to fill 

in the gaps between them. After the grout had dried partially, 

they added more grout, which dried after the first grout, and is 

causing the additional grout to flake off. 

15.15 Also, grout that does not contain the correct materials or that 

had not been mixed in the correct proportions may also result 

in the grout cracking. 

15.16 The pavers that had temporarily been installed by Ambassador 

Pools on the grass also require reinforcement when they are 

installed permanently in order for them not to separate from the 

vertical pavers against the pool and from each other. 

15.17 While Ambassador Pools was working on the pool, Mr Fitchat 

had an independent building consultant (who is a Past 

President of the Master Builders Association and a Past 

Chairman of the Building Industry Bargaining Council – please 

see Addendum B) inspect the house, and the building 

inspector commented that the pile of sand that Ambassador 

Pools was using to mix with the cement was too fine for building 

work. He indicated that such fine sand was better suited for 

plastering. 
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15.18 Ambassador Pools indicated that the pile of sand in question 

was Philippi sand. 

15.19 Mr Fitchat queries whether it was Philippi sand, and puts 

Ambassador Pools to the proof thereof. 

15.20 Mrs Fitchat inquired with Ambassador Pools what the alleged 

Philippi sand was being used for, since the building inspector 

had indicated it was not appropriate for mixing with the cement. 

15.21 Ambassador Pools initially replied that the sand was not used 

to mix with the cement, it was used to fill the areas that would 

be paved. 

15.22 However, after Mrs Fitchat checked the photos she had taken 

every day while Ambassador Pools were working, she informed 

Ambassador Pools that, contrary to their previous statement, 

the Philippi sand had indeed been used by Ambassador Pools’ 

workers for mixing with the cement. 

15.23 Ambassador Pools subsequently changed their explanation 

and said that Philippi sand was acceptable for small building 

work. 

15.24 Mr Fitchat queries why Ambassador Pools initially indicated 

that the sand in question was not being used to mix with the 

cement, and then later indicated that it was. 

15.25 Mr Fitchat also confirmed with a civil engineer and various 

building and swimming pool contractors from whom Mr Fitchat 

had acquired quotations to correct the work done by 

Ambassador Pools, that even though both Philippi sand and 
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Malmesbury sand are commonly used for building, 

Malmesbury sand is superior to Philippi sand for building 

purposes. 

15.26 It was also pointed out to Mr Fitchat that, since Philippi sand is 

cheaper than Malmesbury sand, Philippi sand is often preferred 

by contractors who are less concerned with quality and more 

concerned with increasing their profits. 

15.27 Mr Fitchat disputes Cape Pool Renovators’ claims that Philippi 

sand was the correct sand, and insists that they have not in fact 

provided adequate proof that Philippi sand is superior to 

Malmesbury sand for the renovation work done on Mr Fitchat’s 

pool, especially in light of all the grout around the pool cracking. 

15.28 Mr Fitchat furthermore disputes Cape Pool Renovators’ claim 

that the entire Cape Town has been built with Philippi sand, and 

puts him to the proof thereof. 

16. Furthermore, Mr Fitchat queries why Ambassador Pools require the 

assistance of a technical advisor if they specialise in pool renovations 

and have over 35 years of experience in the pool renovation industry, as 

their website claims. 

17. Mr Fitchat also had further concerns regarding Ambassador Pools’ lack 

of professionalism. 

18. Mrs Fitchat had sent numerous detailed diagrams to Ambassador Pools 

explaining how the pool should be built and where which coping should 

be installed, but those diagrams were not followed and she had to 

repeatedly correct the workers’ incorrect work. 
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18.1 Mrs Fitchat’s diagrams indicated where single bullnose coping 

should be installed around the pool’s edge, but Ambassador 

Pools had installed double bullnose coping around the entire 

edge of the pool. 

18.2 When straight-edged pavers were then installed next to the 

double bullnose coping, the amount of grout between the two 

pavers was very thin, contributing to the grout flaking off. 

19. Ambassador Pools’ supervisor instructed the workers to compact the soil 

using a broomstick handle. When Mrs Fitchat queried the efficiency of 

their equipment for soil compaction, they started using the sharp edge of 

a spade. 

20. This issue was then raised with Ambassador Pools, and then they hired 

a machine to compact the soil. The machine was very large, however, 

and it was not possible for the workers to use it to compact the soil in the 

small area between the main pool and the jacuzzi, or in the area along 

the shallow end of the main pool, so those areas remained uncompacted. 

21. Many areas still need to be compacted prior to paving, such as the area 

around most of the jacuzzi, and the paving on the grass. 

22. Ambassador Pools allowed a person who is not a registered electrician 

to work on the pool’s electrics. 

22.1 The person installed one light in the main pool and one light in 

the jacuzzi, but he left exposed wires next to the jacuzzi light, 

which a registered electrician has indicated is illegal. 
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22.2 After this issue was raised with Ambassador Pools, they sent a 

company to work on the electrics, but there was again no 

registered electrician to check their work who would sign off 

their COC. 

22.3 Mr Fitchat himself then had to arrange for a properly qualified 

person to do the electrical work. 

23. Ambassador Pools initially ordered Cemstone pavers and coping in the 

wrong colours. They had also not ordered the correct amount of double 

and single bullnose coping. 

24. The two jacuzzi steps were built too high, despite Mrs Fitchat having 

drawn lines in the pool exactly where and how high the steps should be 

built. Ambassador Pools had to redo both steps. 

25. Ambassador Pools three times unloaded their deliveries in a place in Mr 

Fitchat’s garden where he had expressly and repeatedly told them not to 

unload things. 

26. Many of the pavers that had been installed by Ambassador Pools are 

uneven. 

27. Many of the vertical pavers that had been installed by Ambassador Pools 

have edges jutting out. 

28. Most of the coping that Ambassador Pools had installed around the pool 

had not been cut into equal wedge shapes. The wedges around the 

corners are all different sizes, and all the wedges around the jacuzzi had 

only been cut on one side, resulting in the entire area looking uneven. 
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28.1 When Mr Fitchat raised the issue of the incorrect wedges with 

Ambassador Pools, Ambassador Pools’ solution was to grind 

the straight edge in situ to get as close to a wedge shape as 

possible. 

28.2 However, Ambassador Pools’ solution would then result in the 

grout being wide on one side and narrow on the other. 

28.3 Mr Fitchat contends that Ambassador Pools is trying to avoid 

taking responsibility for their lazy and negligent actions of only 

cutting the wedges on one side, and that they were only trying 

to exchange one problem for another, instead of fixing the 

problem by removing the coping and installing coping that had 

been cut correctly. 

29. Ambassador Pools installed vertical pavers of different widths around the 

corner by the main pool’s steps, and they installed the one horizontal 

paver too far over the edge of the pool. 

30. Ambassador Pools had installed the corners between the main pool and 

the jacuzzi incorrectly, and the one edge juts out too far, and the other 

edge is too near the edge of the pool. Ambassador Pools indicated that 

they would remedy the two corners, but did not specify how. 

31. Ambassador Pools installed cracked pavers. They indicated they would 

replace them. 

32. The pavers that Ambassador Pools installed next to the wall were all cut 

very unevenly and look jagged and unsightly. They indicated they would 

cut them straight in situ. 
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33. The vertical pavers next to the jacuzzi had been installed at the incorrect 

height, and will have to be removed and redone. 

34. The fibreglass that Ambassador Pools installed has developed pinholes 

in some areas. This occurs due to insufficient resin being used on the 

fibreglass matting during the installation of the fibreglass. Over time, 

water can leak out through the pinholes. 

35. Ambassador Pools left cement smears and shoeprints on the fibreglass 

in the pool. 

36. Ambassador Pools did not grind in under all the coping before installing 

the fibreglass, which will result in the fibreglass peeling off. 

37. The fibreglass under the coping had been installed in an extremely untidy 

manner. 

38. The fibreglass had not been properly sealed under the coping. 

39. The mosaic that Ambassador Pools installed lifts up in various places. 

40. There are many bumps in the wall directly under the mosaic. These are 

areas that were newly plastered by Ambassador Pools. 

41. Ambassador Pools did not clean up all the fibreglass around the pool 

before they left for lockdown, despite Mrs Fitchat stressing with them that 

this must be done and them agreeing. 

42. Ambassador Pools left their excess sand on Mr Fitchat’s lawn, resulting 

in the grass not being able to grow in that area. 
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43. Ambassador Pools left another heap of sand in Mr Fitchat’s driveway 

without covering it, which meant that it would have all washed down the 

road when it rained. Mr Fitchat had to attend to cover it himself. 

44. Cement marks were left on the walls, and the compaction machine had 

scratched some of the paint off the boundary wall. 

45. Ambassador Pools did not install the pump correctly before leaving for 

lockdown. 

45.1 Despite Mrs Fitchat trying to contact Ambassador Pools’ 

representative and the supervisor on the evening before 

lockdown to find out what is wrong with the pump, she did not 

receive a reply. 

45.2 Mrs Fitchat only received a reply the following day, and 

Ambassador Pools’ representative was unable to solve the 

problem over the phone, so the pump remained off until the 

lockdown was partially lifted and Mr Fitchat could arrange for a 

company with a permit to get the pump in working order again. 

45.3 Ambassador Pools had also not connected the filter before 

lockdown, so after the pump was in working order again, it did 

not improve matters much, because without the filter, the pump 

would just circulate the dirty water. 

46. When Mr Fitchat turned the pump on after it had been repaired by the 

other pool company, one of the jets that had been installed by 

Ambassador Pools popped out. The company that fixed the pump and 

filter, has indicated that Ambassador Pools had installed a broken jet. 
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47. The light that Ambassador Pools had installed in the jacuzzi had not been 

installed correctly, and it keeps popping out. It seems as though the hole 

that Ambassador Pools had inserted in the side of the jacuzzi’s wall was 

inserted too low. 

48. Mr Fitchat disputes Ambassador Pools’ reply to Mr Fitchat’s email “NSPI 

7th letter (2020.06.12).docx” that Ambassador Pools only realised that 

the pool’s structure contained sandbags when Ambassador Pools 

exposed the structure, since the sandbags and gaps under the structure 

were clearly visible when Ambassador Pools provided the quotation to 

Mr Fitchat, and Mr Fitchat had also specifically pointed them out to 

Ambassador Pools. 

49. Ambassador Pools also confirmed they will build up around the pool in 

an email sent on 26 February 2020. 

50. Ambassador Pools told Mrs Fitchat that they did not use subcontractors, 

but it turned out that they do. 

51. Ambassador Pools also attempted to charge Mr Fitchat for work done 

without informing Mr Fitchat of the costs involved beforehand. 

51.1 Ambassador Pools raised the three steps in the main pool, as 

agreed with Mr Fitchat, but Mr Fitchat only learned there had 

been a cost involved when he received en email from 

Ambassador Pools some time afterwards. 

51.2 The National Consumer Protection Act 68 of 2008 (“the Act”) finds 

application in this matter as Section 15 (1) and (2) reads: 

Pre-authorisation of repair or maintenance services 
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15. (1) This section applies only to a transaction or consumer agreement— 
(a) with a price value above the threshold prescribed in terms of subsection (5); 

and [25] 
(b) if, in terms of that transaction or agreement, a service provider supplies 

a repair or maintenance service to, or supplies or installs any replacement 
parts or components in, any property belonging to or in the control of the 
consumer, and— 
(i) the service provider has, or takes, possession of that property for the [30] 

purpose contemplated in this paragraph; or 
(ii) in any other case, the consumer requests an estimate before any 

services or goods are supplied. 
(2) A service provider to whom this section applies, must not charge a consumer for 

the supply of any goods or services contemplated in subsection (1), unless— [35] 
(a) the supplier or service provider has given the consumer an estimate 

that satisfies the prescribed requirements, and the consumer has 
subsequently authorised the work; or 

(b) the consumer, in writing, or by another recorded manner or form, has— 
(i) declined the offer of an estimate, and authorised the work; or [ 40] 
(ii) pre-authorised any charges up to a specified maximum, and the 

amount charged does not exceed that maximum. 
 

51.3 The Regulations to the Act, dated 1 April 2011, provides that: 

 

51.4 From a clear reading of the Act, read with the Regulations 

thereto, that any repair or maintenance work to be conducted on 

the property of any consumer must be provided in a written 
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quotation, with the necessary details contained therein to avoid 

doubt as to the service being rendered and the cost(s) thereof. 

52. Ambassador Pools also did not provide their own company registration 

number on their quotation, but rather they provided the company 

registration number of a company with which they are affiliated, and 

which is called Cape Pool Renovators on their quotation. 

52.1 After obtaining Ambassador Pools’ business registration 

documents through a third party, Mr Fitchat discovered that 

Ambassador Pools was only registered in 2019, a year prior to 

them commencing work on Mr Fitchat’s pool. 

52.2 However, Ambassador Pools’ website indicates that they have 

“35+ years experience”, thus misrepresenting the amount of 

years that they have been in business and the amount of 

experience they really have. 

52.3 The company registration number provided on Ambassador 

Pools’ quotation, and which was indicated as being the 

company registration number of a company called Cape Pool 

Renovators indicates that that company was registered as a 

business in 1990. 

52.4 Mr Fitchat queries why Ambassador Pools displays Cape Pool 

Renovators’ company registration number on their quotation, 

instead of their own. 

53. Furthermore, the company registration documents of the company 

referred to as Cape Pool Renovators on Ambassador Pools’ quotation, 

indicate that the company is in fact called Port Ferry Properties. 
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53.1 Mr Fitchat disputes that Cape Pool Renovators is the registered 

name of the company of the same name, and puts them to the 

proof thereof. 

54. Mr Fitchat only recently discovered that Mr Husted was not the owner of 

Ambassador Pools after Mr Fitchat obtained the business registration 

documents of Ambassador Pools. 

54.1 Mr Fitchat referred to Mr Husted as the owner of Ambassador 

Pools in his first email to the NSPI on 17 March 2020, and which 

email was forwarded to Mr Husted, but Mr Husted never 

corrected Mr Fitchat. 

54.2 By not correcting Mr Fitchat, Mr Husted allowed Mr Fitchat to 

remain under the false impression that Mr Husted was the 

owner of Ambassador Pools. 

54.3 Furthermore, Mr Husted’s name appeared on Ambassador 

Pools’ quotation as the owner of the bank account into which 

Mr Fitchat was to transfer the relevant monies for the work done 

by Ambassador Pools. 

54.4 Mr Fitchat has recently learned that Mr Husted owns 31 

Chilwan Crescent, Somerset West, which is the business 

premises of Sundance Pools and Horizon Pools. 

54.5 Mr Fitchat has also recently learned that Andre Pretorius is the 

owner of Ambassador Pools. 

54.6 Since apparently Ambassador Pools, Mr Ron Munroe of Cape 

Pool Renovators, and Mr Husted of Sundance Pools and 
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Horizon Pools have all been involved in this situation, Mr 

Fitchat queries which company even worked on his pool. 

54.7 The National Consumer Protection Act 68 of 2008 finds 

application in the matter above, as sections 41 and 79 are clear 

regarding misleading representations and the identification of 

the person to whom a business name is registered. 

54.8 Since Mr Husted indirectly expressed a misleading 

representation of himself as the owner of Ambassador Pools, 

Mr Fitchat holds Ambassador Pools and Mr Husted jointly and 

severally liable for the amount claimed by Mr Fitchat. 

55. When Mr Fitchat initially contracted Ambassador Pools’ services, all the 

business administrative documents, such as the quotations and the 

invoice, were sent by Ms Nicola Beattie at “Cape Pool Renovators”, and 

thus the impression was made to Mr Fitchat that “Cape Pool Renovators” 

manages Ambassador Pools’ administration, while Ambassador Pools 

does the actual work. 

55.1 As the situation between Mr Fitchat and Ambassador Pools 

deteriorated, “Cape Pool Renovators” took over more and 

more of the discussions with Mr Fitchat regarding how the 

work should be corrected. 

55.2 “Cape Pool Renovators” recommended Ambassador Pools 

not to redo much of the incorrect work, but rather 

recommended that they just try to make the incorrect work 

less obvious. However, as discussed before, these 
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recommendations would not have corrected the problems, 

and in many cases would only have created more problems. 

55.3 When Mr Fitchat did not accept “Cape Pool Renovators”’ poor 

solutions, “Cape Pool Renovators” also took over as the legal 

advisor of Ambassador Pools. 

55.4 On the NSPI website, “Cape Pool Renovators” is indicated as 

“trading as Ambassador Pools”, however, Ambassador Pools 

is a completely separate company from “Cape Pool 

Renovators”, with their own business registration number. 

Therefore, “Cape Pool Renovators” cannot be “trading as” 

Ambassador Pools. 

55.5 On Ambassador Pools’ quote, “Cape Pool Renovators” is 

indicated as being “affiliated with” Ambassador Pools. 

55.6 Mr Fitchat queries the exact relationship between 

Ambassador Pools and “Cape Pool Renovators”. 

56. Mr Fitchat has provided Ambassador Pools with plenty of chances to 

correct their work, but Ambassador Pools were unable to do so. 

57. It is clear to Mr Fitchat that Ambassador Pools’ employees are 

incompetent and incapable of completing the work to a reasonable and 

professional standard. 

58. Ambassador Pools have also indicated that they are unwilling to redo 

much of the incorrect work. 

59. Ambassador Pools attempted to compel Mr Fitchat to allow them to 

complete the work before an agreement had been reached between Mr 

Fitchat and Ambassador Pools. 
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59.1 Before Mr Fitchat agreed that Ambassador Pools could 

continue with the work, Ambassador Pools arranged to deliver 

a toilet for their workers’ use to Mr Fitchat’s house, and simply 

informed Mr Fitchat that the toilet would be delivered and their 

quotation would follow. 

59.2 Since no agreement had been reached between Ambassador 

Pools and Mr Fitchat, Mr Fitchat informed Ambassador Pools 

to remove their toilet from his property until they have reached 

an agreement regarding the work and the start date. 

60. Mr Fitchat asked Ambassador Pools on 13 June to postpone the matter 

for a month, in order for Mr Fitchat to determine how to proceed, and to 

obtain the opinion of other pool companies regarding Ambassador Pools’ 

work on his pool. 

60.1 However, after nine (9) days, on 22 June, Mr Husted informed 

Mr Fitchat that he would come to Mr Fitchat’s house in two (2) 

days’ time in order to sort the matter out. 

60.2 Mr Fitchat does not appreciate that Ambassador Pools did not 

give him time to put his affairs in order, and that they again tried 

to impose themselves on him. 

60.3 Mr Fitchat informed Mr Husted that he did not have to come, 

since he would not be utilising their services anymore. 

61. When Mr Fitchat realised that it was becoming impossible to reach a 

resolution regarding the situation with Ambassador Pools, Mr Fitchat asked 

the NSPI to send an inspector to assist in the mediation of the situation. 
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62. After Mr Fitchat indicated that he would not be making further use of 

Ambassador Pools’ services, on 15 June 2020 the NSPI sent him the name 

of their inspector, which was Mr John Jager, and told him they would 

arrange for Mr Jager to examine Mr Fitchat’s pool and give 

recommendations. 

63. However, Mr Fitchat understands that Mr Jager is indicated on both 

Sundance Pools and Horizon Pools’ websites as being the contact person 

for sales, and since Mr Husted owns the premises of Sundance Pools and 

Horizon Pools, it is reasonable to assume that Mr Husted owns the 

businesses of Sundance Pools and Horizon Pools as well. 

64. Even though the NSPI has indicated that Mr Jager is their usual inspector, 

Mr Fitchat contends that since there is a business relationship between Mr 

Husted and Mr Jager, there is a conflict of interest, and that Mr Jager would 

not provide an impartial and unbiased assessment of the work done by 

Ambassador Pools. 

65. Mr Fitchat initially underestimated the cost to repair his pool to a 

reasonable and professional standard, and expected the cost to be 

approximately the outstanding amount that he would have paid to 

Ambassador Pools, had they competed the work correctly. 

65.1 Mr Fitchat indicated to Ambassador Pools in an email on 23 

June 2020 that it would be simplest to cancel the contract, and 

that he would use the outstanding amount to pay another 

contractor to repair and complete the pool. 

65.2 Being a layperson, Mr Fitchat did not know at that stage what 

it would cost to repair the pool. 
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65.3 However, Ambassador Pools indicated that they would only 

accept Mr Fitchat’s offer to cancel the contract on the 

conditions that neither party would pursue legal recourse 

against the other, and that Mr Fitchat not disclose any 

information regarding the contract to a third party. 

65.4 Ambassador Pools indicated that Mr Fitchat was to confirm his 

acceptance of their conditions by email. 

65.5 Mr Fitchat did not accept their conditions for cancelling the 

contract and did not respond to their email. 

65.6 Furthermore, after obtaining quotations to repair the incorrect 

work done by Ambassador Pools, Mr Fitchat understands that 

the cost to repair the work significantly exceeds the outstanding 

amount. 

66. The cost to redo the paving amounts to R32 800 (please see Addendum 

C). 

67. The approximate cost to relevel the entire pool amounts to R17 000. 

Ambassador Pools had quoted Mr Fitchat R8 500 to relevel only the 

jacuzzi part, so Mr Fitchat has doubled that amount to cover the entire 

pool (please see Addendum D). 

68. The cost to repair the inside of the pool amounts to R26 952 (please see 

Addendum E). 

69. The cost to repair the pump during lockdown amounted to R2 080 

(please see Addendum F). 
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70. Mr Fitchat also incurred an electrician callout fee due to Ambassador 

Pools utilising the services of an unqualified electrician to install the pool 

lights, which amounted to R600 (please see Addendum G). 

71. The total for the above costs is R79 432. 

72. Mr Fitchat demands that Ambassador Pools pay him the amount of 

R79 432 within 10 (ten) days, i.e. by 31 July 2020, by failure of which Mr 

Fitchat will be entitled to exercise his legal rights. 

73. The amount of R79 432 is to be deposited into the following bank 

account: 

Bank: Standard Bank 

Account no.: 026681676 

Branch code: 051001 

74. In the meanwhile, all of Mr Fitchat’s rights herein are strictly reserved. 

Yours faithfully 

MR RT FITCHAT 
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Addendum A: 
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Addendum B: 
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Addendum C: 
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Addendum D: 
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Addendum E: 
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Addendum F: 

The cost to repair the pump during lockdown  
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Addendum G: 
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